
DIGITAL SMART
GLASS/FILM
To reinvent your space and make it sleek and more functional

Tel: 096 923 6040
Line@: 098 661 4248
Office: 02 136 7823 - 24
E-mail: support@ccc.co.th
Website: www.ccc..co.th

PRIVACY
Digital Smart Shade  gives user privacy on demand with the press of
one button and responds within milliseconds.

SECURITY
Our products enhance the effect of sound insulation and the
strength of your window and make it shatterproof.

MAINTENANCE
No moving parts means maintenance is minimal. The removal work
will be very similar with that window tinting.
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Colour:
Visible Light Transmittance:
 
UV Blockage:
View Angle:

Power Consumption:
Working Voltage:
Life:
Working Temperature:
Storage Temperature:
Other available colours 
or option:
Warranty:

Milky White
90% (transparent), 
60% (non-transparent)
>99%
>160 °when being transparent,
360°viewable for projection
4W/M²
48-60V AC
Over 10 years (indoor use)
-20℃ to 70℃
5℃ to 35℃,<70%RH
grey / black

24 months

SPECIFICATION
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DIGITAL
SMART GLASS

DIGITAL
SMART FILM

Digital Smart Glass (also known as LC Switchable Privacy Glass, Intelligent Glass) is a
laminated glass product that sandwiched Smart Window Film between two layers of
glass and conductive interlayers, which is activated electrically with the latest PDLC
(Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal) technology that is enabled to changes instantly
from clear to opaque through touch remote, smartphone or voice command.
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It is designed to fits over the existing doors, windows and retrofits it with the cutting
edge smart tint technology to transform into smart window with less cost. It offers
instant privacy, space partition, sun control, UV & IR protection, energy efficiency,
enhanced safety and pleasing ambience, improving comfort, security and design at
your home and workplace.
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 Showroom/Shop Office/Meeting Room Bathroom

AVAILABLE FOR: PROS:

Power Consumption:
4W/M²

UV Blockage:
>99%

Life:
Over 10 years 


